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In this issue we have some handy hints about
keeping your paperwork up to date, plus an
offer of coaching from Jim White. To back this
up, Bob Smith explains the new task setting
laptop. We have news of the Spring expedition
to Talgarth and Shobdon, plus the results of the
Easter Egg Comp with a brilliant cartoon.
Finally, a website to check if you want a pic of
yourself.
Jane

From the Chairman
March has seen the club gearing up for the coming season with
several excellent cross country flights for the time of year,
including Jim White's AAT on 5th April achieving 270 kms at 91
kph. Our expedition to Talgarth and Shobdon was a great success
with some 20 members taking part. Meanwhile back at Booker
many members have been taking check flights (where were you
on last month's currency barometer?) and our summer staff have
arrived. We welcome back Alex O'Keefe as our summer Course
Instructor who will be assisted by Andy Monk from time to time.
This year our summer tug pilots are Sam Schoneveld and Sean
Revez. Please make them welcome.
I am sure everyone is delighted to see the K21 316 (ECZ) back at Booker. It should shortly
be re-joining our fleet at the launch point. Many thanks to John Hubb and Jane for collecting
it from Challock for the last leg of the journey back from Poland.
Our Red Kite Regionals competition has an almost full entry list – our capacity for the grid is
25 gliders – so if you are thinking of entering please do so now by visiting the Competition
Entry page on the club website.
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The latest issue of S&G includes an article by Tim Scott about task setting for HDTs. This is
well worth a read since it touches on the thinking behind HDT task setting. Later in this issue
of the newsletter you'll see information about the new IT facilities for task setting in the club
house and on the bus. This is the first step in a new approach to providing real-time online
task setting information in the club house, on the bus and online. It's going to make access
to the key info for a day's soaring much easier with the club task, NOTAMs, Rasp and XC
weather all available at the same location. This will be called Booker e-notice and there will
be more details in the next edition.
Having done much of my early learning to fly at Booker with an evening group I can't
overstate the value for pre-solo pilots of joining one of the three evening groups – Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday - the generally mild conditions and the continuity of instruction can
really boost your progress.
On a historical note: we are coming up to the 50th anniversary of the first flight of a K13
which flew for the first time in July 1966. Fifty years of continuous service – with no end
immediately in sight – is a phenomenal career. It must make it one of the most successful
training aircraft of all time. To put it into perspective, purely on longevity, it is as though pilots
were still learning on Bleriot Monoplanes in the era of the Jet Provost and Folland Gnat in
the 1950s.The K13 remains unsurpassed as an instructional aircraft and unique in its ability
to easily demonstrate departures from controlled flight and recovery.
Finally a thought on safety: rummaging through my box of gliding sayings I picked out these
two - the first is 'Never low and slow'. And the other is 'If you only have one option, you have
no option'. Food for thought!
Fly safe in the season ahead and have fun.
See you up there
William

The CFI is on holiday
Richard will be back in time for next month’s issue.
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Talgarth and Shobdon expedition
The two weeks either side of Easter saw about 20 members returning to Talgarth (Black
Mountains GC) and Shobdon (Herefordshire GC) for the
annual spring expedition. For the first week (Talgarth) the
weather was kind and flying was possible on every day
but one, with the field dry and not muddy. On several
occasions the NW ridge was working, allowing flights
along to Hay Bluff and back. In fact there was so much
flying that there was very little opportunity to explore the
other attractions of the area.
Ridge running in KCZ

Chris soaring a local K13

Paul adding a type rating to his licence

The second week (Shobdon) got off to a rather breezy start thanks to Storm Katie but later in
the week they had some excellent flying, and the experience of launches behind a Eurofox.
Denis Campbell flew from Booker on the best day of the week to see how they were getting
on, and reported a cloudbase of over 5500ft.

315 behind the Eurofox

Shobdon from Ventus 370

Medicals – is your up to date?
Have you checked the date on your medical certificate recently? An out of date medical
can have serious consequences, for example, no insurance cover. It is your
responsibility to keep your medical up to date and to provide a copy to the office, the
club does not send out reminders (although if you ask the office staff nicely they will tell
you the expiry date on your current one).
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Comp licences – don’t leave it to the last minute
If you are entering for the Booker Regionals – or any other comp – make
sure you apply for your comp licence in good time.
A recent change in regulations means that FAI Sporting Licences do not
now become valid until they have been entered on the central FAI
database. In the UK, the only body authorised to make these entries is
the Royal Aero Club. Therefore BGA-issued FAI licences will not
become valid until details have been sent from the BGA to the RAeC
and entered into the database by the RAeC. This can take up to a week.
It is no longer possible for the BGA to issue licences that take
effect immediately.
Licences run until 31st December in the year of issue and the BGA can offer licences for the
following year from 1st December.

Cross Country and Competition Coaching with Jim
Once again throughout the 2016 season, I am available
to do some XC and Competition coaching for post solo
pilots. I have developed a six part course that covers
everything from planning a XC flight through to final
glide with modules on flying the task in between.
Although these modules are most beneficial for pilots
who have some XC experience and want to brush up
their skills, the planning and climbing modules would
also be appropriate for pilots who have yet to get their
Silver C. It is even possible that there is something in
here for pundits!
The following 6 topics are available, roughly in the
order that they will come up in a XC flight. Each
represents a unique ‘phase’ of cross country flight:
Planning a cross country flight. Where to go and how far, preparing charts and
computers, wing loading, flying the task on the ground, airspace and NOTAMs, how to
make a control, what to expect en route, what to do before the start etc. This module is
delivered in the class room.
Starting technique. What to do before the start, where and when to start, start height,
using others, sticking together, building energy before the start. Changing focus on
starting. Where to make the first climb. Some theory followed by practical skills in a K21 or
the Duo.
Climbing technique. Finding climbs, patterns in the clouds, sources and triggers,
entering efficiently, centring, re-centring, what to do if you lose the thermal, when to stay,
when to leave, which way to leave, leaving efficiently. This module is delivered in a K21 or
the Duo.
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Running technique. Choice of direction, lining up energy, speed to fly, dolphin technique,
pulls into energy lines, wave effects, judging distances, choosing and using a soaring
band, choosing when to climb. Best done in the Duo if we want to get back.
Making turns. Into and downwind turns, ensuring control, not landing out at the turn,
focus. AAT technique, straight lines in sector and sharp turns, when to make final turn for
home. Some class room followed by practical flying in the Duo. This module can be
combined with the running technique session if time allows.
Final Glides. Getting on glide, speed to fly, flying the energy, watching the numbers, what
to do when it goes wrong, finishing, thinking about and executing a safe landing pattern,
clearing the landing area. We can use the simulator first then try out the technique for real
in the Duo.
All of these will cost you time and, with the flying, money. It will also cost effort as I will not be
pushing anyone to do it. If you want to avail yourself of some coaching by me, which is free,
then you need to organise the day: glider, weather, and me. Tell me your goal and what you
want to focus on. I will then recommend modules as appropriate.
Jim White

Task Setting PC and Launch Point IT
A Booker Gliding Club laptop PC has now been set up
specifically for task setting. This has been made
possible by the generosity of Pete Wyld. The PC has
Handicaptask and SeeYou software installed, with the
latest turnpoints and club tasks. The PC will be
normally kept in the briefing room, and secured on the
bus during cross country days. Full details have been
provided on our Instructor and Cross Country
Forums. It is likely that additional IT will appear on the
bus over the course of this season followed by a review
of how we can make best use of IT at the launch point in the future. There is also work
in hand to enhance and extend the club WiFi and clubhouse briefing facilities.

Easter Egg Aerobatics comp 2016
At Booker we have never been that bothered by calendrical convention so the annual Easter
Egg Aerobatics Comp moves about a bit. The 2016 event took place on Sunday 10th April,
with a number of members and a guest from Dunstable hurling themselves around the sky in
a bid to impress the judge, Graham Saw. The strong southerly produced challenging
conditions and presented the competitors with some interesting decisions on how to position
themselves for their sequence. Pilots were free to choose between the Standard and
GorBlimey sequences and could fly as many times as they liked. The surprise results were
as follows:
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1st - Standard - Jane Moore - 81.3%
2nd - GorBlimey - Alun Jenkins - 78.1%
3rd - GorBlimey - David Humphreys - 70.6%
4th - Standard - Jan Wazny (Dunstable)
5th - Standard - Jim White
6th - GorBlimey - Rob Kehr
7th - Standard - Rob Turner
8th - Standard - William Parker
Many thanks to Graham for organising the event, acting as judge and doing all those
complicated calculations to produce the results. Also to Geoff T for stepping in to present the
prizes – Easter Eggs of course.

Alun
Jane

David

Keep scrolling,
don’t miss the
cartoon!
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Cartoon by Nikki Saw

Smile for the camera
If you have flown over the Milton Keynes area in the last couple of years then you may find
that you have been snapped by someone on the ground with a pretty reasonable camera
and if they could read your registration then the pictures will have been posted here:
http://moorhen.ddns.net/index.htm
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There is a registration index and in cases where you were thermalling they may well have
generated a composite of a whole turn with pics at 2 second intervals. The owners are
reportedly friendly and happy to supply full-resolution copies, there's an email link at the
bottom of the page.

Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to:

bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your name and membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com
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